
Classroom Observation Session #1 
 

At a local school, I observed a group of ASD students in a classroom environment. This class was a 

music class, and was the first of the six classroom observation sessions I had. Going into the session, I 

had limited knowledge of ASD. 

 

Here is the summary of my observations: 

 

● Each individual was unique. No two of the students exhibited the exact same 

symptoms/behaviors of autism. Some signs I noticed were: 

○ Fidgeting, twitching of fingers. 

○ One student was wandering around the classroom while the teacher was talking. (In 

short, having a hard time sitting still.) 

○ Struggling to follow directions. 

○ Shouting out loud in the middle of the class. (In short, having a hard time figuring out 

whose turn it is to speak.) 

● Each student had some, but not all of these within the list above.  

● Also, I noticed what each student had distinct characteristics: 

○ Some loved loud noises, and played around with instruments. 

○ Some nodded enthusiastically to music when played. 

○ Some didn’t seem to be as affected as the music, and sat very still. 

 

Here is some further research about my observations: 

 

Why do people with autism fidget? 

● Overloaded with sensory stimuli. 

● Out of boredom. 

● Pent-up frustration. 

● Inability to communicate. 

 

Trouble sitting still? 

● Having trouble sitting still is a common symptom of sensory integration, an often coexisting 

disorder with autism. 

● For people with sensory integration, their arousal levels fluctuate very often, preventing them 

from sitting still. 

● One strategy (for parents) about combatting this is to keep the child busy, by giving them 

opportunities to move throughout the day. 

 

Why do people with autism struggle to follow directions? 

● Spoken words misheard due to sensory issues. 

● Poor working memory. 

 

Many people with Autism also have sensory processing disorder: 

● People with Autism struggle to take in and organize information presented to them. 

● Analogy: How people with autism take in information is similar to how we read a text 

without spaces between words. It is difficult. 

● As a result, they struggle to respond to the instruction properly. 

● Often, short and simple instructions are best when talking to someone with autism. 

 

Here is some extra research about drumming and insights into other activities: 

 

● This source (Jeff Strong) mentioned how drumming was an “alternative” to fidgeting - both 

acted as “attention fillers.” Perhaps drumming would be a good alternative for fidgeting for a 



few of the students. 

● One of the reasons for a failure to sit still is one’s energy level becoming low. Percussionist 

Dori Staehle mentions how drumming makes her feel “energized and focused.”  

● Standard session of drumming: 250-500 calories. Hour-long performance: over 1,000 

calories. 

○ Insight: For this type of student, fast drumming should be used. Little instructions or 

talking should be given. Drumming to moderate to fast songs is a good option (ie: 

Coconut song) or faster. 

● Insight: Do a memory task involving drumming (ie: memorizing patterns involving drumming 

on two or more surfaces.) 
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